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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall study rings R which satisfy for the most part the 
following three identities: 
6) g(w 4 Y, 4 = Cwx, y, 4 + (w, x, (y, 4) 
- W(“V, y, 2) - (w, y, 2)x = 0, 
(ii) iz(w, -5 y, 4 = ((w, 4, y, 4 + (20, x, r-4 
- y(w, x, 2) - (w, x, y)z = 0, 
(iii) (,2’, X, X) = 0, 
where we define (a, b, c) = (ab)c - a(bc), and (a, b) = ab - ba. It is well 
known that (i) is true in a right alternative ring of characteristic different 
from two. But being an identity of degree four it is of course weaker than 
the right alternative identity. Then (ii) is the counterpart of (i), and a con- 
sequence of the left alternative identity. A number of generalizations of 
the alternative identities have been considered, some of which are listed 
in the reference section. Some of these have taken on the form of identities 
which are shared by commutative and hence Jordan rings, while others 
are shared by Lie rings. The object of this generalization is to ascertain 
whether there exist interesting examples of rings like the Cayley numbers, 
hence our choice of (i) and (ii). Throughout our rings will be assumed 
to have characteristic different from two and three, meaning in this case 
that there exist no elements of additive order two and three. 
The main results are the following. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for a ring of characteristic different from two and three, satisfying (i) and (ii) 
to be alternative is that whenever there exist elements a, b, c which are 
contained in a subring which can be generated by two elements and 
(a, B, c)” = 0, then (a, 6, c) = 0. So therefore a ring without nilpotent 
* This work was supported in part by a grant from the National Science Foundation 
(NSF Grant GP 23403). 
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elements other than zero, satisfying (i) and (ii) must be alternative. A ring 
satisfying (i)-(iii) that contains an idempotent e f 1, and which has no 
proper ideal must be alternative. This rules out completely the existence 
of any new rings like the Cayley numbers, even though the identities are 
substantially weaker than the alternative identities. 
PART I 
Initially we shall consider a ring R which satisfies (i)-(iii) and establish 
the necessary and sufficient condition mentioned in the introduction. This 
will be followed by calculations that show we can dispense with (iii) and 
still obtain the desired result. First 
0 = g(y, x, x, x) = (yx, N, x) + (y, x, (x, x)) - Y(X? x’, x) - (y, m, x)x 
= (yx, x, x) - (y, x, x)x, 
as a result of (iii). Thus 
(yx, x, x) = (y, x, x)x. (1) 
We define a o b = a6 + ba. Then 
0 = g(y, y, x, x) = (y’, x, x) + (y, y, (x, x)) - y(yt x, x) - (y, s, .y)y, 
so that (y”, x, X) = y 0 (y, x, x). Linearizing the last identity, it becomes 
clear that (y 0 x, X, X) = y c (z, X, X) + z G (y, Y, x). If we put z = s, then 
(y 0 x, s, X) = x 0 (y, X, x), because of (iii). Comparing the last equation 
with (l), it must be that 
(xy, x, x) = x(y, 32, x). (2) 
Throughout the paper it is useful to go to the anti-isomorphic copy of R, 
By this we mean the additive group of R together with a new multiplication 
defined by x *y = ye. Clearly the same identities, whether (i) and (ii), 
or (i)-(iii) will also hold in the new ring. Since (1) and (2) are identities 
in the anti-isomorphic copy of R, it must be that 
(x, x, xy) = x(x, x, y), (3) 
and 
(x, x, yx) = (x, x, y)x. (4) 
-4 linearization of (iii) shows that (x, X, z) + (x, z, X) + (x, X, x) = 0. We 
may substitute x = my, to obtain (x, my, X) = -(my, X, X) - (x, X, xy) = 
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-x(y, x, R) - x(x, x, y) = x(x, y, x), using (2), (3) and another linearization 
of (iii). So 
(x, xy, x) = x(x, y, T). (5) 
By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R, (5) implies 
(x, yx, 4 = (xv y, 4%. (6) 
In an arbitrary ring one may verify the Teichmiiller identity 
(W”? 3’7 4 - (3 xy, 4 + (w, 2, Y4 - 4x, y, 4 - (w, x, y)= 
We shall have many occasions to use this identity. Whenever we wish to apply 
it to the elements w, x, y, z of the ring we shall write 0 =f(w, s, y, x). 
Then 
0 = f(4 y, 6 4 = (xy, x, x) - (x, yx, x) + (x, y, x”) 
- “(Y, x, x) - (x, y, x)x 
= x(y, x, ‘4 - (x, y, x)x + (x, y, x”) - x(y, x, x) - (x, y, x)x, 
using (2) and (6). After cancelling two terms we see that 
(x, y, q = 2(x, y, 4x. 
By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R it follows from (7) that 
(7) 
(x2, y, x) = 2x(x, y, 4. (8) 
But 
qx, Y, 4 x) = ((4 y), 31^, x) + (x, y, x2> - x 0 (x, y, x) 
= ((x, Y), % 4 + 2(x, y, x)x - x 0 (“2*, y, x), 
using (7). Hence cancellation shows that 
((x9 Y), x> “4 = 4% y, 4 - (x, y; x)x = (E, (x, y, x)). 
But use of (1) and (2) indicates that 
((x, Y>, x9 4 = (XY, x, x) - (YX, x, 4 
= x(y, x, x) - (y, x, x)x = (x, (y, x, x)). 
Hence 
(9) 
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By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R it follows from (9) that 
(% (x, x, YN = (x, (% Y, 4). w-y! 
A linearization of (iii) shows that (x, X, y) + (x, y, X) + (y, Y, X) = 0. Then 
combining 0 = (x, (x, X, y) + (x, y, X) + (y, s, x)), with (9) and (10) it 
follows that 3(x, (x, y, x)) = 0. Using characteristic different from three it 
becomes clear that (x, (x, y, x)) = 0. Combining this with (9) and (10) we get 
(x, (x, y, x)) = 0 = (x, (y, x, x)) = (x, (x, x, y)). (11) 
Define u = (x, y, x). Then (11) implies (x, u) = 0. In the last identity 
replace y by xy. Then (x, (x, my, x)) = 0. But (x, my, x) = XU, because of (5), 
so that (xI xzl) = 0. Hence 0 = (x, xu) = x(,ru) - (XU)X = X(UX) - (.h”u)x, 
using xu = 11%. But X(W) - (XU)X = -(x, u, x). and thus (x, u, X) -= 0, or 
(x, (x, y, x), x) = 0. (12) 
In the course of proving (1) we observed that (ya, X, X) = y G (y, X, x). By 
going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R it follows that (x, X, ys) = y 0 (x’, X, y). 
By linearizing (iii) we see that (x, 3, y2) + (x, y2, X) + (y”, N, X) = 0. Then 
(x, y2, x) = -(y”, x, x) - (x, x, y2) 
= -y 0 (y, x, x) - y 0 (x, x, y) = y 0 (x1 y, x). 
Substituting y2 for y in (12) then 0 = (x, (x, y’, x), X) = (x, y o ZC, x). But 
(x, y”, x) = y 0 (x, y, X) may be linearized to show that (x, y 0 Z, ,x) = 
y 0 (x, X, X) + .a 0 (x, y, 3). Let x = u in the last identity. Then 
0 = (x, y 0 u, x) = y 0 (x, u, x) + u 0 (x, y, A+ 
But (x, 21, X) = 0, as a consequence of (12), while u = (x, y, x), so that 
u o (x, y, X) = u o u = 2u2. Thus 0 = 214”. Using characteristic different 
from two we see that u2 = 0. Then the condition we are using in our 
hypothesis implies that zl = 0. Thus (x, y, X) = 0, or the flexible identity 
holds. We have proved 
LEMMA 1. R is jlexible. 
Now 0 = g(x, x, y, z) = (x2, y, x) + (x, N, (y, z)) - x 0 (x, y, z), while 
0 = Iz(z, y, x, x) = ((z, y) , X, X) + (x, y, x2) - x 0 (2, y, r). Combining the 
last two identities and using the linearization of the flexible identity it 
follows that 2(2c, X, (y, a)) = 0. Using characteristic different from two then 
(x, X, (y, x)) = 0. But now 0 = g(*v, X, y, Z) becomes (~a, y, Z) = x 0 (x, y, z), 
while 0 = h(z,y, X, X) becomes (z,y, x”) = x 0 (x,y, x). But now we can 
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use the main result of [3] to prove that R must be alternative. Of course 
in an alternative ring the condition is automatically satisfied because of 
Artin’s theorem. For the remainder of Part I we shall consider a ring R 
which satisfies identities (i) and (ii) but not necessarily (iii), and establish 
that the condition suffices to prove (iii), so that R must be alternative. From 
0 = g(x, x, x, x) = (x2, x, x) - x o (x, x, x), we obtain 
(x2, x, x) = x 0 (x, x, x). (13) 
Then 0 = h(x, x, x, x) = (x, x, x2) - x 0 (x, x, x), we obtain 
(x, x, A”“) = x 0 (x, x, x). (14) 
But 
0 =J’(x, x, x, x) = (x2, x,x) - (x, .x2, x) + (x, x, x2) - x(x, x, x) - (x, x, x)x, 
implies, using (13) and (14), that 
(x, x2, x) = x 0 (x, x, x). (15) 
Let t = (x, x, x). Then (t, x, x) = (x2 * x, x, 3) - (x * x2, x, x). But 
0 = g(x2, x, x, x) = (x2 * x, x, x) - x2t - (x2, x, x)x, 
so that (9 . x, x, x) = x2t + (x2, x, x)x = xat + (x 0 t)x, using (13). Also 
0 = g(x, x2, x, x) = (x . x2, x, x) - x(x2, x, x) - t * x2, so that (x * x2, x, x) = 
x(x 0 t) + t . x2. Thus (t, x, 3) = x2t + (xt)x + (tx)x - tx” - x(xt) - x(tx) = 
(x, x, t) + (x, t, x) + (t, x, x), so 
(x, x, t) = -(x, t, x). (16) 
Similarly, by going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R, (16) becomes 
(t, x, x) = -(x, t, .%) = (x, x, t). (17) 
But 0 = g(x, X, X, xa) = (.x2, x, x2) - (x, x, t) - x o (x, x, x2), while 
0 = h(x”, x, x, x) = (t, x, x) + (x2, x, x2) - x 0 (x2, x, x). 
Since (x2, X, x) = x 0 t = (x, x, x2), using (13) and (14), we may compare 
the previous two equations and obtain (t, x, x) =.--(x, x, t). But then use 
of (17) and characteristic different from two leads to 
(x, t, N) = 0 = (t, x, x) = (x, x, t). WI 
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Linearizing (18) we find that 
In the last equation replace y  by xs. Then 
3(t 0 x, x, x) + (t, 2, x) + (t, N, x2) = 0, 
using (13j-(15). Since (y”, x, x) = y  o (y, x, N), we linearize to obtain 
(y 0 x, x, x) = y  0 (z, x, x) + z 0 (y, 9v’, N). Replacing z by t in the last 
identity it becomes clear that (t 0 y, x, x) = t c (y, x, xj + y  0 (t, x, x) = 
t 0 (y, s, s), using (18). Now let y  = .V in the last identity. Then 
(t Q x, x, x) = 2t”. Thus 
6t” + (t, x2, x) + (t, x, x2> = 0. (19) 
Then 0 = f  (t, 3, x, x) = (tx, x, x) - (t, G, x) + (t? x, xs) - P - (t, s, x)x = 
(tx, x, x) - (t, x2, x) + (t, x, 9) - t2, using (18). But 0 = g(t, x, x, xj = 
(tx, x, x) - t” - (t, x, x)x = (tx, x, x) - P, using (18). Hence (txt x, x) = ts, 
Comparing this with the identity following (19) we see that (t, x2, x) = 
(t, x, A+), so 
(t, x2, x) = (t, x, ix’). (20) 
Next (x, x, x2) = x 0 t. Linearizing and replacing x by x + t and N - t and 
comparing, we are led to (x, x, t 0 x) + (x, t, xs) + (f, x, .G) = 2t”, in the 
light of (18). But (x, x, y”) = y  0 (x, x, y), so that (x3 x, t o xj = 2t2, using 
(18). Thus 
(t, x, x’) = -(x, t, x2). W? 
NOW 
0 = h(x, t, N, x) = (xt - tx, x, x) + (x, i, 9) - x 0 (ix, t, x) 
= (xt - tx, x, x) + (x, t, x2), 
using (18). On the other hand, 0 = g(r, t, x, x) = (xt, x, x) - x(t, x, xj - t2 = 
(xt, x, x) - t2, using (18). Thus (xt, x’, x) = P. Also 0 = g(t, x, x, zs”) L= 
(tx, x, x) - t2 - (t, x, x)x = (tx, x, x) - t2, using (18). This implies 
(tx, x, x) = t2. But then (xt - tx, x, x) = t2 - t2 == 0. Comparing this with 
the equation following (21), we see that (x, i, xs) = 0. At this point (21), 
(20) and (19) imply that 6t” = 0, so that t 2 = 0. Using the condition, then 
t = 0. Since t := (x, x, x), we have established identity (iii) in R. Now cur 
previous work may be invoked to show that R is alternative. This proves 
THEOREM 1. A necessary axd su#icient cmdition for a ring of characteristic 
different from two and three, sati&ing identities (i) and (ii) to be afternatizw 
is that whenever there exist elements a, 6, c which al-e contained in a subring 
which can be generated by two elements alzd (a, b, c)~ = 0, then (a, 6, c) -= 0. 
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PART 11 
In this part we deal with rings R that satisfy identities (i)-(iii), possess 
an idempotent e # 1, have characteristic different from two and three and 
are simple. Initially we shall add an extra assumption, namely that (e, e, R) = 
0 = (e, R, e) = (R, e, e). In the latter part we shall remove this from the 
hypothesis. Then we can prove that R must be alternative. 
It is well known that because of the associativity conditions on e that R 
has a Peirce decomposition. This means R can be written as a direct sum 
R = Roe + %I + R,, + R,, , where if xij E Rij and i, j = 0 or 1, then 
exij = ixij , xije = pii . It is convenient to observe what happens to the 
Peirce decomposition when we pass to the anti-isomorphic copy of R. 
Of course, e remains the same, but Rij is changed to Rji , while multiplication 
is reversed. A second trick that turns out convenient is changing subscripts, 
without reversing multiplication. Formally this is possible only when R 
has an identity element 1 and then it means doing the Peirce decomposition 
relative to the idempotent 1 - e instead of e. However in practice one can 
repeat the computation even without the element 1. Wherever such work 
is required, the work will be left to the reader. 
First 
0 = g(e, xl0 j e, YJ = (exlo , e, yd + (e, xl0 I eyll - ylle) 
- 4-~lo , ej Y& - (e, e, ~~~~~~~ . 
The second and fourth terms of the last equation vanish however, leaving 
(+ ’ 10 2 e, yll) = 4xlo , e, yll)- But 
0 = Nxlo , 6 e, yll) = hoe - ex10 , e, yll> 
+ (xl0 , e, eyd - 4xlo , e, yld - (xl0 , e, eh , 
and so -ho , e, yd + (xl0 , e, yll) - e(x,, , e, yll) = 0. Since the first two 
terms of the last equation cancel, we are left with e(xro , e, yrr) = 0. Com- 
paring this with our previous identity, we are led to (xl0 , e, yrr) = 0. Hence 
xloyll = 0, so that RloR,, = 0. By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R 
we are led to RllRol = 0. Then by reversing subscripts we obtain RolRoo = 0, 
and R,,R,, = 0. Thus 
R&, = 0 = R&o, = Ro,Roo = %oR,o . (22) 
Now 
0 = h(x 11 , e, et yoo) =I (xlle - exll , e, yoo) + (xl1 , e, ey,,) 
- ebb , 5 Y& - (xl1 , et 4yoo - 
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All but the third term vanish and we obtain -e(s,y,,) = 0. Also 
0 = 4x1, , e, yoo , 4 = (w - exll , yoo , 4 
-t- hl , e, yooe) - yoohl , e, e) - (xl1 , e, yoo)e. 
All but the last term vanish and we are left with -(xuyoo)e = 0. Thus 
we have shown xuyoo E R,, . But then 
0 = g(e, e, xl1 , yoo) = (et x 11 , yoo) + (e, e, w~oo - ~~~~~~~~ - e 0 (e, xl1 , Yooj. 
Now the second term vanishes by hypothesis. Since (e, xrr ,yoo) = 
xllyoo - e(xllyoo) = xllyoo E R,, , we also have e 0 (e, xI1 , yoo) = 0. Thus 
only the first term survives, so that 0 = (e, xu , yoo) = L~lIyno . By going 
to the anti-isomorphic copy of R we find that 
RLIROO = 0 = RooRR,, . (21) 
Now 
0 = h(yol , e, e, xol) = bole - eyol , e, xol> 
+ (yol I et exol> - e(yol , e, rod - (yol , e, 4xol - 
Clearly the second and fourth terms vanish. What remains is 
(yol , e, xol) - e(yol , e, x02 = 0, 
so that yolxol = e(y,,x,,). Also 
0 = de, e, yol , xol) = (e, yol , xol) -i- (e, e, yol~ol - xolyol) - e a (e, yol , xol). 
The second term vanishes by hypothesis, while (e, yol , xoJ = -e(yoIxoJ = 
-yoIxol , by the previous calculation. Substituting this in the preceding 
equation we find that e(yorxol) + (yol”ror)e = yolxol . After cancellation we 
are left with (yoIxoI)e = 0. Thus yorxm E RIO. By going to the anti- 
isomorphic copy of R it becomes clear that xloylo E R,, . Hence 
Then 
Ro,Ro, C RI, > and R,oKo C Rol- (24) 
0 = J4~,, , e, yol , 4 = hoe - ex10 ,yol , e) 
+ (xl0 , e, yo14 - Yol(xlo , e, 4 - (xl0 , e, Yol)e. 
The third and fourth terms of the last equation vanish and what remains is 
-(xl0 J Jo1 y 4 + (xl0 , e7 Yod = 0. Ag ain the second term of the last equa- 
tion vanishes, so that (xioyor)e = xIoyol . Also 0 = g(e, xl0 , e, yol) = 
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( exlo , e, yol) + (e, xl0 , goI - yole) - ho , e, yol) - (e, e, yol)slo . The first, 
third and fourth terms vanish so that -(e, xl0 , yol) = 0. Thence e(x,,y,,) = 
~~10.~01 * From these calculations we deduce that xloyol E I?,, . Reversing 
subscripts it follows that xolyro E R,, . Thus 
Then 
RloRo, C RI, 9 and Ro&o = Roe . (25) 
0 = h(xol , e, yll , e) = bole - exol , yll , e) 
+ (~001 y e, ylle) - Yd~o~ , e, 4 - (x01 T e, yde- 
By expansion all but the first term of the last equation vanish. What remains 
is (xol , yll , e) = 0 = (xoolyll)e - xOrylr . But also 0 = g(e, e, x0, , yrr) = 
( e, xol , yll) + (e, e, ~ol~‘ll - yll~ol) - e 0 (e, xol , yll). The second term 
of the last equation vanishes. The remaining equation implies that 
(e, xol , yrl) E R,, + R,, . Since (xolyu)e = xoolyll , we may assume that 
xol yll = a,, + 6,, . Then (e, x o1 y yll) = --e(~ol~ll) = -4ull + boll = --all. 
Since (R,, + R,,) n RI1 = 0, we have au = 0. Thus x,,yr, = b,, , so that 
xoolyll E Rol . By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R it becomes plain that 
ylrxlo E R,, . Then by reversing subscripts yo~yol E R,, , and xloya,-, E R,, . 
Thus 
%&I C Ro, 9 R&o C 4,) RooRo, C Ro, and Rx3oo = RIO . (26) 
Then 
0 = de, xl1 t 31 t 4 = @xl1 , yll ,4 
+ (6 x11 t ylle - ey,J - Gil , yll ,e> - (e, yll , 4xll . 
The second and fourth terms vanish and what remains is (xl1 , yrl, e) = 
e(xll , y1J , e>e Also 
0 = g(xll , 6 yll ,e> = (xlle, yll , 4 
+ (x11 , 6 he - eyld - 46 yll , 4 - (xl1 , YH , e)e, 
so that (xl1 , yll , 4 = kll , yll , e)e. So far this establishes (xl1 , yll , e) E RI1 . 
But then 
0 = 4xll , yll , e, 4 = (.z”llyll - yllxll , 6 4 
+ (x11 > Yll 9 4 - e 0 (uvll , yll , 4. 
The first term vanishes by hypothesis, and what remains is -(xl1 , yrr , e) = 0. 
But this implies (xlryll)e = xllyll . Going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R 
it becomes clear that (e, yll , xll) = 0, so that e(y,,x,,) = yllxll . But then 
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4%lYd = "11Yll > and xll~~l E Rll - By interchanging subscripts, also 
xoOyOO E R,, . Therefore, 
Equations (22)-(27) imply that for i, j, k, Z = 0 or 1, R,jR,, = 0, when 
j+k and RijRjl C Hi, , with two exceptions, namely R,,R,, C R, and 
R,,R,, CR,, . Whenever we want to refer to this information, we shall call 
it the table of the Peirce decomposition, or simply the table. 
By linearizing (iii) twice one obtains the identity 
ix, y, 4 f (Y, x , cx) + (z, x, y) + (.T x, Y) + (x, y, x) + (y, x, 4 = 0. 
If we let x = xi0 , y = yol and x = zrr in the last equation then it follows 
from the table of the Peirce decomposition that the last three terms vanish. 
. . 
What remains 1s (xl0 , yol , ~4 + (yol , xl1 , ~3 + (c , xl0 , yol) = 0. 
However (xi0 , yol , zll) and (all , xl0 , yol) both belong to R,, , while 
(Y o1 , xl1 , xio) E Ii,, . From the directness of the Peirce decomposition it must 
be that (yol , xl1 , xlo> = 0, and (xl0 , yol , -4 + (zll , xl0 , yol) = 0. 
Reversing subscripts it also follows that (yro , zoo , xoi) = 0, and 
Thus 
(x01 3 YlO , zoo> + @oo 3 x01 7 YlO) = o= 
and 
(Ro, , R,, > 4,) = 0 = (ho > Roe 1 Rods (28) 
ho , yol I 6 + kll , xl0 I ~~4 = 0 = kol , ylo , zoo) + boo I xol , ylo)- (29) 
Now 
0 = da013 41 > Cl13 40) = (ao1h1 9 Cl1 > 40) 
+ (a01 3 41 > &o - 4OCld - aodh, 9 Cl1 Y 40) - (a019 Cll> 4oh - 
Using the table of the Peirce decomposition together with (28), all but the 
third term vanish. Thus a,,(b,, , cll, d,,) = 0. By going to the anti- 
isomorphic copy of R it also follows that (do, t cl1 , b,&,, = 0. Hence 
From 
Ro,(Rn , R,, 3 4,) = 0 = CR,, s R,, > R,&o . w 
0 =fkol , bll , cl1 , 41)elo = (aolhl , cl1 , 4Jelo 
- bol , hlcll , &)elo + (sol , bll , wL)elo 
- bol(hl , cl1 , 41DIo - [(ao~ , hl , G4J~lo , 
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it follows, using the table of the Peirce decomposition in conjunction with (30), 
that all but the last two terms vanish. Also since (a,, , b,, , cir) = s,, , 
Ku01 , bll , ~#&o = boAleIo = so1k4~e101, using (28). But then 
soIL41eIol = ~~~~~~ = (a,, , hI , 4ho = 0, using (30). So only one term 
survives from the previous equation, namely -[[a,#~,, , cii , dri)]e,, = 0. 
Since (bll , cl1 ,4d E Rll , then in view of (28) we could dispense with the 
square brackets in the last equation. Also 
aolh , 6 1 3 11 11 10 - 01 d >e If  a iPI1 , cl1 j4I) . eIfiol, 
since (hl , cl1 , d,,) E RI1 and we may use (30). But 
aol[(hl T cl1 , 4d . elIho E Rod% , 4, , %)R,, = 0, 
as we observed two equations before. We have shown 
R~I(% 7 &I > R,JRlo = RoJ(Rll 9 4, > %VLI4, = 0. 
From linearizing (iii) it follows that 
(31) 
0 = (e, xl0 , xlo) + (xl0 , xl0 , 4 + (xl0 , e, xlo). 
Since xfo E R,, as a result of (24), the last equation becomes xfo + xfo - xfo = 
0 = xfo . A linearization of this last equation becomes xl,,yio + yioxlo = 0. 
Thus 
x:, = 0 = ~103'10 + YldclO * (32) 
Also 
0 = & %o J YlO , %o> = ho 9 YlO 9 J%o) 
+ (6 xl0 , Ylo30 - ~lo~lo) - e(xlo y  ylo , zlo) - (e, ylo , ~lo)~lo . 
It follows from the table that the second term of the last identity vanishes. 
Thus we are left: with (xl0 , ylo , zlo) + ~lo(ylozlo) - ~~~~~~~~~~~ = 0 = 
(~10Y10)~10 - (Y10~10)%0 . If we combine the last identity with (32) it becomes 
obvious that 
(xloYlo)“lo = (3’10~10)“10 = (~10”10)Y10 = -b~1&0)%0 
= -(%0%0)Y10 = -+10Y10)“10 * 
By changing subscripts, we obtain from (32) and (33) that 
(33) 
and 
x” - 0 = ~OlYOl + YOl~Ol 9 01 (34) 
(~01Y01)~01 = cYol~ol)xol = (~01~01)Y01 = -(~01~01)Y01 
= -(~01Y01)~01 = -(3'01x01)~01 * (35) 
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Then 
It follows from the table that all but the third term of the last equation 
vanish. Thus 
We define 
and 
Then let T = S,, + So, . For so1 E So, we have (solxlI)yIo = sot(xlrylo) = 0, 
using (28), the table of the Peirce decomposition and the definition of So, . 
Clearly -(ylo , soI I xrr) = yIo(solxll). Using (29) shows that 
But (x11 2 YlO 9 sod = (%YlO)SOl - xll(yIosor) = 0, using the table and the 
definition of So, . Thus ylo(solxrl) = 0. Consequently So& C So, = Wc 
know by definition of So, that S,,R,, = 0 = R,,S,, . Also it follows from the 
table that R,,Sol = 0 = S,,R, . Using (35) we find that (solxol)yol = 
(xolyoI)sOr = zlosol = 0, as a result of (24) and the definition of So, . By 
going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R, we see that (33) becomes 
Therefore yol(solxoJ = soI(xolyOI) = solzlo = 0. Now we have established 
that solxo, E S,, . Hence S,,R,, C S,, . Then use of (34) implies that 
R,,S,, C S,, . Likewise by going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R, it becomes 
clear that RloS,, C So, , and S,,R,, C S,, . For the same reason RuS,, C S,, 
,and S,,R,, C S,, follow from the previous inclusions. We are ready to prove 
LEMMA 2. T is an ideal of R such that t E T implies t2 = 0. 
Proof. We have already seen that T is an ideal of R. For every t E T, 
t = s10 + $01 . But then t2 = sTo + s,,s,, + solslo + s& = 0, using (32) 
(34) and the definitions of S,, and So, . This completes the proof of the 
lemma. 
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Since R can have no proper nil ideals and e cannot be nil, we must have 
T = 0. At this point we do not need to use the full hypothesis of simplicity, 
as it suffices that there exist no proper nil ideal. Once this has been estab- 
lished, we note that because of (30) and (36) we know that 
(I\‘,, 4, , R,,) C so, C T = 0. 
By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R as well as by changing subscripts, 
we obtain 
(ROI , Rut R,,) = 0 = (Ru , R,, , R,,) = (%, , Rm, &) 
= (Roe 3 Roe 3 %J (38) 
Now 
+ (WOl 9 x11 ? Yll~ll - %lYll) - WOlhl 9 Al 3 %l> - (%l 3 Yll 3 %h1 . 
As a result of (38) and the table all but the third term vanish, so that 
wOr(xiI , ylr , xrr) = 0. Define ,4 as the additive subgroup of R generated by 
all elements of the form (all , b,, , cil) and (a,, , & , c&, . It is well known, 
but can readily be verified from the Teichmiiller identity that 4 is an ideal 
of the ring R,, , even when no identities are assumed to hold in R,, . From 
the last equation and (38) it readily follows that %,A = 0. By going to 
the anti-isomorphic copy of R it then follows that AR,, = 0. Since 4 C R,, , 
we know from the table that Ii,,,+! == 0 = ARw = RI,,&! = AR,,, . This 
proves that 4 is an ideal of R, contained in R,, . I f  A = A, then e = 1, 
contrary to assumption. Thus A = 0, so that Ii,, must be associative. 
By reversing subscripts the same argument goes over except in one place. 
The reason why A,, f  R is that e 4 A,, . Thus 
R,, and R,,. are associative subrings of R. (3% 
At this point it becomes clear that all associators, with components from 
Rij vanish, except possibly when at least two components belong to either 
Rio or Rol . In case all components lie in R,, , then (33) and the identity 
implied by changing subscripts in (37) suffice to prove the alternative law. 
When all three components lie in R,, , we use (35) and (37). Then 
X10 , 10 7 %l> = (~10Yl0h1 3 
Lo 9 Lo 
while (ylo , xl0 , ,ziJ = (yl~~io)zlll . However 
, %l> = -(Y10 > x10 > zll>, for (~loylo)~ll + (ylo-~lo)~ll = 0, using 
(32). Also (xl0 p xl1 7 ylo) = -~~lo(~ll~lo) = (~ll~~lo)~lo = kll y ylo p xlo>, using 
(32) and the table. Besides (ylo , xi, , ~3 = (zri , xl0 , ylo), since xl0 and yro 
are interchangeable in the preceding equation. Now 0 = g(q, , e, ylo , zri) = 
hoe, ho , ~4 + (xl0 , e, ~50~1~ - ,w50) - x10@, Ylo 931) - ($10 , YIO , de. 
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After cancellation we see that xlO(zIIylO) = (xloyln)xII , so that 
+10 > 31 7 YlO) = hl I YlO I %J* 
We may interchange xl0 and ylo in the last identity to obtain 
43'10 I 211 7 x10) = (YlO 3 %o 7 211 > 1 
thus establishing the alternative identities for two components in R,, and 
one component in R,, . By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R as well 
as by interchanging subscripts one obtains the alternative identities for 
xol , yol , xl1 , for xol , yol , zoo and for xl0 , ylo , zoo . Also 
(x10 > YlO 3 x01) = (~10Y10)~01 = --ol(%o3’lo~ = (x01 ? %3 7 YlO) 
= -(zol , ylo j xlo> = -ho , xl0 T  z,,j, 
using (32) and (34). From a linearization of (iii), together with the preceding 
equation it follows that (xl0 , xol , ylo) + (yIo ~ zol , slo) = 0. But 
Q = gblo I zol , e, ho) = (~50~01 t e, x0) 
+ ho , xol y  vlo - x04 - xlo(~ol , e, ylo) - ho , e, 350)~ol . 
The first and third terms of the last equation vanish and so 
0 = (Xl0 , ZOl 3 YlO) + (%OYlObOL = ho > 201 3 YlO! f C%o 3 3’10 9 x01). 
This suffices to establish the alternative identities for xl0 , yIo : zol . By 
changing subscripts we obtain the same for xol , yol , xl0 . This completes 
the proof that R must be alternative. 
The main remaining objective is to show that we can remove the hypothesis 
regarding (e, e, R) = 0 = (e, R, e) = (R, e, e). So we will assume from now 
on that R is a ring of characteristic different from two and three, satisfying 
identities (i)-(iii), containing an idempotent e f  1, and containing no 
proper nil ideal. Since R is power-associative, we have the usual Albert 
decomposition of R as a direct sum of R, + RIP2 + R, [I], where ex, : 
x1 = x,e, xoe = 0 == ex, , and exlla + xIne = xl.‘8 . Using (7) and (8), with 
x = e, y  = x, we see that (e, x, e) = 2e(e, x, e) =I 2(e, x, e)e. If  x E I?, or 
XERo, then obviously (e, x, e) = 0. Assume that x E RI,? , and let ex - 
x1 + xlj2 + x0 . Then (e, e, x) = ex - e(es) == x1 + x1,2 + .x0 - x1 - exl,, = 
x0 + xl,+ Also (x, e, e) = (xe)e - xe = -(ex)e, since ex + xe = x. But 
-(ex)e = -x1 - xllne, so that (x, e, e) = -x 1 - xl,ze. From a linearization 
of (iii) we obtain that (e, m, e) = -(x, e, e) - (e, e, x). By substituting, the 
last equation becomes (e, x, e) = -x0 - sIP,e + x1 + xlj8e = x1 - x0. But 
then (e, x, e) = 2e(e, x, e) implies x1 - x,, = 2x, , so that x0 = 0 = x1 . 
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But now (e, x, e) = x1 - x0 = 0. We have proved 
(e, R, e) = 0. 
Then 
W) 
0 = g(x, ) e, y1 , e) = (v, y1 , e) 
+ (% 3 e, w - 4 - X& y1 ,e> - 65 , y1 , +=. 
The second term vanishes, as does the third, using (40). What remains 
reads (x1 , yr , e) - (xl , y1 , e)e = 0, so that (xl , y1 , e)e = (x1 , yr , e). Also 
g(e,xl,yl,e)=(e~l,yl,e)+( e, x1 T w - eh> - 4x1 , x ,e> - (e, y1 , 4x1 . 
Again the second term vanishes, as does the fourth, using (40), leaving 
(xi, y1 , e) = e(xr , y1 , e). This implies that (x1 , y, , e) E R, . Let xlyl = 
z. + w2 + z1 . Then 
(xl1 yl, 4 = (xlyl)e - xh = Xlme + 3 - x0 - x1/.2 - z1 = al . 
Cancelling and multiplying through on the left by e, we see that 
e(zli,e - xl12) = a, , so that e(zrf2e) = ex 1/2 + al = zl,, - ,3f2e + al = --x0 , 
using a previous equation. Starting again with .zl,@e - x0 - zlke = a, , we see 
that -ez,,, - x0 = n, . Multiplying the last equation through by e on the 
right we see that -(e+s)e = al . Since (ez,,,)e = e(z,,..e), using (40) we 
assert that --a, = --x0. Since the Albert d ecomposition is direct, it follows 
that a, = z, = 0. Hence xl,,,e = x1,2) and ezli2 = 0. By going to the 
anti-isomorphic copy of R it is clear that (e, x1 , yr) = 0. Thus xlyl = 
e(xlyl) = z. + zlj2 + x1 = ezI12 + xl . Using z. = 0 = ex1,2 , we find 
after cancelling that zlle = 0. At this point x,y, = z1 , so that R, is a 
subring of R. By reversing subscripts one can also prove R, to be a subring. 
Now 
R, and R. are subrings of R. (41) 
0 = gh2 , e, x1 , e) = (ylj2e, xl , 4 
+ (YWZ , e, Xle - 4 - y&, -v, ,4 - (ylfi , xl , +. 
Clearly the second and third terms vanish, using (40), so that (yllae, xl , e) = 
(yli2 , x1 , e>e. Also 
0 = de, x/4 , xl , 4 = (ey,~, , xl , 4 
+ (e, Yli2 , Xle - 84 - e(yl12 , x1 , e) - (e, xl , e)y,,, - 
The second and fourth terms vanish, leaving (ey,,, , xl , e) = e(y,,, , xl , e). 
Combining these two calculations with ey,,, + yl,z = yl,2 , it follows 
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that (yuz , ~1, 4 = bk2 + 3k2ez x1 , 4 = e 0 h2 y xl p e). This implies 
(yl12 , 3c, I 4 E Q2 . Let yIPP~, = a, + u1,2 + a, . Then 
a, + al9 - al - all2 - a0 = (y1k2 , xl, 4 = b2 . 
Hence -eallB - a, = blw . Multiplying through by e on the right we see 
that (ea,,,)e = -b,,,e. Since b,,, = ---u~/~ + nIPBe - a, > multiplying through 
on the left by e it follows that eb,,, = -eulpp + e(a, /-.e) = a, + b,,., + e[a,,,e). 
Using (40) we see that e(alP2 e) = (ea,,,)e = -b,;,e. Substituting this in the 
preceding equation, eb,,, = a, + b,,, - b,,,e. This implies, by cancellation, 
that a, = 0. Hence yl,e~I = a, + uIj2, so that 
R,,,R, C R, + R,l, . (42) 
Now because of (42), z,,,e E RI + R,,, _ But e;r,,, = zlln - zIPZe, so that 
ezllz E RI + RIP. . Let ezl12 = q1 + qln . Then zI12e = zlIn - q1 - qlh2 .
Also (e, e, xl12) = e+, - e(eqle) = ql + q1/2 - q1 - eq,w = qlt+, while 
h2 P 7 e e) = (3:2e)e - .3i2e = xli2e - q1 - qlj2e - .qfi + ql + al2 
= %I2 - ql - q1j2 - q1 he - zl12 -t qlh = -ql - qlize. 
As a result of a linearization of (iii) and (40) we have (e, e, x112) + (x,,, , e, e) = 
-(e, zl12 , e) = 0. Substituting we get ql,*e - ql - q,,,e = 0, so that 
ql = 0. Thus ez, ,e = q1 ,p . We have shown ,- 
ez;/, E R l/Z Y zlj2e E l&l2 . (43) 
But 
0 = g(e, x1 , e, 34 = +x1 , e, YJ 
+ (5 3 , ey, - 3v> - ebi r e, yo) - (e, 5 3b’o)~1 - 
Clearly the second and fourth terms vanish, so that 
C x1 , e, ro) - 4x1 , e, yo) = 0. 
Consequently xly,, = e(x,y,). Then 
0 = gh , e, e, 34 = (w, 6 3b’o) 
+ (x1 , e, eye - yoe) - xl(e, e, yo) - (x1 , e, y&e, 
so that (x1, e, y,,) = (xl, e, y,,)e. Hence (sly,,) = (xly,,)e. This shows that 
.r,y, E R, . SimiIarly we may expand 0 = g(e, y0 , e, -2”.J, and 0 = g( y,, , e, e, x& 
to obtain that yWxl E R, . But now 
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The first term is zero by expansion, since xry, - y,x, E R, + RI. Also 
(x1 , y,, , e) = (x,y,,)e - x,(y,e) = xry,, = a, . But then 
a, - I? 0 a, = a, - 2a, = ---a, = 0. 
Hence x,y, = 0. Similarly yWvr = 0. Thus 
R,Ro = 0 = RoRl. 
Then 
W) 
0 = g(y,h , 6 e, 4 = (yl12e, e, xl) 
+ (ylls , e, exl - xl4 - yl&, 6 4 - 011.2 y 6 x&. 
The second and third terms vanish, leaving (yr,se, e, x1) = (yr,a , e, x)e. Then 
0 = A6 yllz , et 4 = (9k2 , ef x1> 
+ (5 ylh 9 exl - xl4 - 4ylh , e, x1) - (e, e, x1h2 . 
The second and fourth terms of the last equation vanish, leaving 
(eyli,, 6 4 = 4ylh , e, 4. 
But then (yllz , e, x1) = (e oyl12, e, x1) = e 0 (yr,a , e, xr), implying that 
(YIIS , e, xl) E %I, . But (YN! , e, xl> = (yl,2e)xl - yllnxl = -(ey,,,)x, . Thus 
(eyldxl E Rile . (45) 
Prior to establishing (42) we noted that (ylle , x1 , e) E RrlB . Hence 
0 = 4m2 , 321 , e, 4 = (ydi - xl~1~2, e, 4 
+ (Ym, Xl, 4 - e 0 h/2 y xl ,e) = (Y1/9xl - xlylf2 , 6 4. 
Using (40) and a linearization of (iii) it follows that (a, e, e) + (e, e, u) = 
-(e, a, e) = 0, so that (a, e, e) = -(e, e, u). Hence we get 
But then 
(es eY~l12xl - X~Y~IJ = 0. 
0 = de, e, ylh , 4 = (e, ylh , xl> + (e, e, ~1/23c, - ~1~2) 
- e 0 (6 ylla , xl) = (6 ylh , x-1 - e 0 (e, ylh , xl). 
Therefore (e, yr/a , xl) E RI,, . Similarly 0 = g(e, e, xr , yr,J leads to 
( es x1 , YUJ E &I, . Now from 0 = h(xr , yr/a , e, e) it follows that 
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(x1 , ylkr , e) E RIP2 . Prior to (45) we proved that (yr!s , e, xr) E R,,,, . Now a 
linearization of (iii) leads to 
(a, 6,~) + (b, c, 4 + (c, a, b) + (a, c, b) + (c, b: a) + (b, a, c) = 0. 
If we let a = x1 , b = ylf2 ) and c = e, then five of the terms are already 
known to lie in R,!, . Thus (x1 , e, yIIp) E R,,, . We have shown 
(x1 , e, Y~EJ and all p ermutations of this associator lie in RI,? . (46) 
Combining (45) and (46) it follows that 
Because of (42), yllzxl = a, + ar,s . Then e(y,+Q =z ear + ear:, = 
al + ealp2 E R,,, . But eallz E Rl12 , because of (43), so we must have a, E R,,, 
and thus a, = 0. We have proved 
%A C R,:, . 
By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R, clearly (47) be comes 
(47) 
(48) 
If x belongs to either R, or R, then (e, e, m) = 0, while x E R,,, implies, 
because of (43), that (e, e, 3) E Rlw . Thus for all x E R we have (e, e, x) E R,,, . 
But 0 = g(e, e, x, y) = ( e, x, Y> + (e, e, (x, y>) - e 0 (e, x, y). If (6 x, y) = 
a0 + a,/, + al , and (e, e, (.x, y>> = bl,, , then 
0 = a, + u112 + a, + bll, - e 0 u1,2 - 2a, = a, + b,!, - a, . 
Hence b,,,.. = a, = a, = 0. We have proved that (e, e, (x, y)) = 0, and that 
k JG Y) E &B . By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R we find also 
that (x, y, e) E RIP2 and that ((x, y), e, e) = 0. Thus 
(6 e, (x, Y>> = 0 = ((x, y), e, 4. (49) 
(e, x, Y> E %, , (x, Y, 4 c &I, . (50) 
LEMMA 3. Tf B = (x E I?,,, 1 xR C Rl,2 , Rx C Rli2), then (e, e, R) C B, 
and (R, e, e) C B. 
Proof. Because of (SO) we have (e, e, x) E Rll,. Consider (e, e, x)y and 
y(e, e, x). If y E R, then it follows from (47) and (48) that y(e, e, x) E Ii,,, 
and that (e, e, x)y E R,,,, , By reversing subscripts in (47) and (48) it is 
clear that &RR,,, C R,,, and that R,,,R, C R,,, . Hence y G R, implies that 
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(e, e, 4~ E % and y(e, e, x) E R,,, . Without loss of generality we restrict 
ourselves to the case where x, y E R,,, . Because of (50) we have (e, x, y) E R,,, 
and (x, y, e) E RI,,, . Let xy = 6,, + b,,, + b, . Then [ex . y]i = [e . xy]i = 
[b, + eb,,,], = b, , using (43). But b, = [*vy]r , so that [ex . y], = [xy]i . 
Hence [(e . ex)y]r = [(ex)y]r = [xy]i . But then [(e, e, x)y]i = 0. Similarly 
[(e, e, x)y]e = 0, so that (e, e, x)y E RI,?, . By going to the anti-isomorphic 
copy of R we find that y(x, e, e) E R,,, . But y(x, e, e) = -y(e, e, x). This 
shows that (e, e, R) C B. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It is well known that in the Albert decomposition &a E R, + RI . 
Therefore linearization leads to xr,a 0 yr,a E R,, + RI . Consequently 
(e, e, x’i,,ayr,a + yr,axi,a) = 0. Because of (49) we know that 
( e, e, xl~sY1~2 - Y~~z”~~s) = 0. 
Adding and using characteristic different from two, (e, e, .~.r,~yr,~) = 0. Thus 
(e, e, ~l&l~) = 0. (51) 
Let tip, E B. Then for arbitrary x, y E R, 
0 = 4x, y, h , 4 + h(x, y, e, h2) 
= (xy - yx, flln , 4 + (x, y, bd - bdx, Y, 4 - (x, y, hde 
+ (XY - YX, e, h) + (4 Y, eb) - 4x, y, tlj2) - (x, Y, e)tl12 . 
Using (50) and the definition of B it is clear that the first, third and eighth 
terms of the last equation are in R,,, . The second and sixth terms add up 
to (x, Y, tld Hence (x9 Y, hJ + (XY - YX, e, td - e 0 (x, Y, hJ E Ez,,, . 
However (z, e, tr,a) = ze . tllp - z(et,,,) = crpz - z(et,,,), using the defini- 
tion of B. Also z(et,,,) = zt,,, - z(ti,ae) = d,,, - z(tr,ae). But -.z(t,,,e) = 
(x9 h/2 ) e) - (xti,Je. However (50) implies that (z, t,/, , e) E RIpa , while (43) 
and the definition of B imply that -(xt,,,)e E R,,, . Putting all this together 
we see that (x, e, tile) E R,!, , so that (xy - yx, e, t,,J E RIP. . But then 
@, Y, tld - e 0 lx, Y, tld E hs . However by the nature of the element 
(x, y, t,,,) - e 0 (x, y, t,,,) it then follows that (x, y, tl12) - e o (x, y, tl,J = 0, 
and hence (x, y, tl,.J E Rll, . By going to the anti-isomorphic copy of R 
then we have also (tip, , x, y) E R,,, . We have shown that 
Form 
(BW C R,,, , and W-W C R,/, . (52) 
0 = g(e, x1 , 3ih , 4 + g(3 , e, yl12 , 4 
= @xl j YUZ ,e) -k (e, xl , Yl12e - ey,d - 4x1 , yllz , 4 - (6 yllz ,4x1 
+ he, 33~2 y4 + (x1 , e, be - eyl12) - de, ylh , 4 - (xl , yllz , e)e. 
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The fourth and seventh terms vanish because of (40). The first and fifth 
add UP to 2h , ylj2 , e) E RllB , using (50). But then the third and eighth 
add up to -(x,, , yiPa, e). Hence 
( e, xl , yd - eh2) + (x1 , e, yljze - eyll,) + (x1 , yli2 , e) = 0. 
Using a combination of (1 I), (3) and (4) it follows that (x, x, (x! y}) = 0. 
A linearization of this last identity shows 
(6 e, (x, Y>> + (e, x, (e, Y)) + (x, e, (e, r)) = 0. 
However (e, e, (x, y)) = 0, using (49). Substituting x = IVY , and y = yr,,a , 
we see that (e, x1 , (e, ylb)) + (x1 , , e (e, yllnj) = 0. Substituting this in a 
previous identity we find that (x1 , ylln , e) = 0. By going to the anti- 
isomorphic copy of R, also (e, y,,, , xi) = 0. Thus 
(RI , Rlp2 , e) = 0 = (e, RIP2 , R,). (53) 
Let x, y E R,,,, . In the proof of Lemma 3 we were able to show that 
[(ex)Jlll = [xyll . Hence [(xe)y]r = 0. Similarly [(xe)y]a = 0, By going to the 
anti-isomorphic copy of R we also know that [x(ey)]l = 0 = [x(ey)& . Thus 
(x, e, y) E R,,, . Observe that 
Since ey,!, + yliae = yl,a, the second and sixth terms add up to (x1, t,,, , ylizj~ 
The third and eighth terms vanish as a result of (53). The first term lies in R,,, 
as a result of (50). From the observation made after (53) the fifth term also 
lies in RIP2 . Thus (x1 , tl12 , ylPe) - e o (xi , tll, , y& = ql/a E Ii,/, . Since 
the left hand side has RIP2 component equal to zero, it follows that ei2 = 0. 
But then (x1 , t1j2 , yl,J E R,p, . Similarly, if we go to the anti-isomorphic 
copy of R, also (3)1/z , t,], , xi) E R,,, . Thus 
Now R,(BRlf,) C R,R,,, C RIP2 , using the definition of B and (48). Then 
(54) implies (R,B)R,,, C RI!, . Since R,B C RI,, , it is clear from (47) and 
its counterpart when interchanging subscripts that (R,B)R, C RI!, and 
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(RiB)& C RI,, . Thus (R,B)R C R,,, . By going to the anti-isomorphic copy 
of R it becomes clear that R(BR,) CR,,, . Since (BR,)R C RIj8, and 
R(R,B) CR,,, was proved in (52) it now follows that 
R,B C B, and BR, C B. (55) 
By interchanging subscripts in (55) it also follows that 
BR, C B, and R$CB. (56) 
From (52) it follows that (tiiexlla)yl,a E RI12 . Also 
while from the definition of B, t1/.2x1,2 + xli2t,,, E RI,, . Since the Albert 
decomposition is direct it follows that tl,axli2 + xl12t,,, = 0. Thus 
(“ll2t,ie)Ylla = -(t1/2wJy1~2 E h2 . Hence (RII~B)% C Q2 - BY going to 
the anti-isomorphic copy of R, also R,,,(BR,,,) C R,,, . Now (RI12B)R1 C R,,, 
follows from (47), and similarly (R,,,B)R, C RIw . Thus (R,,,B)R CR,,, . 
Combining this with (52) we see that R,,,B C B. By going to the anti- 
isomorphic copy of R we also obtain BR,,, C B. So 
li,,,B C B, and BR,,, C B. (57) 
Combining (55)-(57) we see that B is an ideal of R. Also tf12E(R,, + R,) n RIk2, 
so t,2,, = 0. Thus B is nil. Since B f R, B = 0. By Lemma 3, (e, e, R) C B, 
and (R, e, e) C B, so (e, e, R) = 0 = (R, e, e). Combined with (40) this 
means R has a Peirce decomposition relative to e. We have proved 
THEOREM 2. A ring of characteristic different from two and three, 
satisfying (i)-(m), which I zas no proper nil ideal, and contains an idempotent e, 
has a Peirce decomposition relative to e. 
Earlier in Part II we dealt with this situation under the added assumption 
of simplicity. Then we can prove the ring to be alternative, once we have 
a Peirce decomposition. Consequently 
THEOREM 3. A simple ring of characteristic dz@rent from two and three, 
satisfying (i)-(iii), which contains an idempotent e # 1, must be alternative, 
and hence either a Cayley vector-matrix algebra or associative. 
It is possible to errtend these results to semi-simple rings by the usual 
methods that have been worked out for alternative rings, but we omit the 
details. 
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